
Easier and Speedier 

Northdoor’s solution:

  removed delays from the  

decision making process by 

allowing immediate access  

to key business data

  enabled the sales teams to  

focus on selling rather than 

compiling reports

  ensured earlier trend spotting 

through use of graphical 

interactive dashboards

  fostered stronger relationships 

with RC’s travel partners through 

extranet access to Web reporting

  made data easy to access via a 

web-based dashboard interface

  eased the entire IT burden 

by introducing self-service 

transactions and training

casebook

By providing a deep understanding of the technology 

and a full awareness of their requirements, Northdoor 

enabled Royal Caribbean’s IT department to keep 

pace with the intense demands of dramatic growth.
 
The challenge
Royal Caribbean Cruises has been expanding dramatically. In Europe alone,  

the company has grown by 35 per cent in each of the last three years. 

Naturally, this put the IT Department under serious pressure.

Sally Briggs, Royal Caribbean’s EMEA IT Manager, sums up the issues,  

“Our management, sales teams and partners requested a continual stream 

of reports to support their own particular business objectives. These requests 

were often high priority and placed considerable strain on resources.”

“It was clear that what we needed was a self-service solution that could 

provide our executives with multiple viewing and analysis capabilities while  

also helping to ease the IT burden.”

As one of the longest-established and most successful partners for Oracle’s 

Hyperion business intelligence solution, Northdoor has a track record of 

helping clients achieve the optimum benefit from their Hyperion web reporting.

know more, do more

Royal Caribbean cruise through the 
benefits of Hyperion Web Reporting



“ Northdoor helped us build a solution that is       
       distinguished by its simplicity.” Sally Briggs, IT Manager 

Consultancy      Applications      EPM      Support      Infrastructure    

To know more and do 
more, contact northdoor

Visit www.northdoor.co.uk/epm 

or phone Northdoor on  

+44 (0)20 7448 8500 

alternatively email us at  

epm@northdoor.co.uk

Full steam ahead 
Northdoor began by documenting the installation and optimising performance. 

The effect, as Sally Briggs notes, was significant. “We had existing reports that 

previously took up to an hour to run and the Northdoor team was able  

to get this down to just two minutes.”

The next requirement was to provide executives and key partners with 

the right business information. A successful pilot dashboard project using 

Oracle’s Hyperion as a proof of concept was followed by the development of 

a specialist Web Reporting Dashboard. This enabled personalised, interactive 

dashboards where users can select different views of data and drill down for 

greater detail. Easy and intuitive, this has enjoyed universal acceptance among 

sales staff, management and external partners. Users simply log in, find the 

business intelligence they need, and then get on with their daily activities.”

Moving beyond tradition

Royal Caribbean is now extending Web Reporting to its external travel 

partners. Thousands of travel agents across Europe can access data,  

making Royal Caribbean the easiest company to work with.

Into the future
The next stage involves plans to include targeting and forecast data in 

addition to core transactions. Northdoor is right there, helping Royal 

Caribbean to migrate the Oracle Hyperion installation to Version 9. This  

will take advantage of enhanced support, more advanced reporting facilities 

and further Dashboard efficiencies. 

“Everyone at Royal Caribbean has got used to the 

Dashboard and its effectiveness” concludes Sally,  

“it’s easy to forget that underlying this capability  

is an extraordinarily powerful Business Intelligence 

tool. That’s a measure of this project’s success.”

A process to improve  
performance

The Northdoor team implemented:

  the findings from their audit to 

optimise performance

  a Web Reporting solution based 

on Oracle’s Hyperion Interactive 

Reporting

  external access and security 

capabilities which enabled data to 

be available on demand

  a dedicated Oracle Hyperion 

Managed Service to ensure the 

system continues to work at 

optimum level
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